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Abstract—In this paper, the distributed estimation in wireless 
sensor network using optimal task scheduling is considered. 
The main goal is to maximize network lifetime where it consists 
of a fusion center and a set of sensor nodes. Lifetime defined as 
the number of rounds accomplished before network becomes 
nonfunctional. In order to prolong network lifetime, we 
determine the optimal number of active sensor nodes and the 
number of samples provided by each of them using linear 
optimization problem. Sensor observations are quantized into 
messages and then forwarded to a fusion center where a final 
estimation is performed based on degree of certainty.  
Simulation results show that our optimal proposed algorithm 
has achieved significant efficiency when compared with other 
heuristic methods. 

Keywords; Degree of Certainty; Estimation; Task 
scheduling; Wireless sensor networks; Network lifetime

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) consists of a set of 
geographically distributed sensor nodes which perform their 
tasks as an integrated system. Sensor nodes have constraints 
such energy sources, computational power, storage capacity, 
etc [1]. WSN have current applications such as, environment 
monitoring, healthcare, battlefield surveillance, home 
automation, etc [2] and growing future applications such as 
distributed estimation, distributed detection and tracking.

In this paper, distributed estimation of unknown 
deterministic parameter has performed using set of 
observations whom provided by distributed sensor nodes.  In 
distributed estimation each node delivers a subset of 
observations from environment to a central node called 
Fusion Center (FC), directly or indirectly. One of the main 
goals of FC is to reconstruct the underlying physical 
phenomenon based on input data gathering from sensor 
measurements. Estimation literature attracts a great deal of 
attention in computer networks [3, 4], also nowadays, it 
becomes an attractive topic in signal processing in wireless 
sensor networks [5, 6]. In WSN, sensor nodes collect real 
data, perform a local data compression and then send them to 

the FC. FC gathers data and produces a final estimation of 
the observed parameter. 

Most of works which is done on estimation in WSN [7, 
8], assume that the joint distribution of sensor’s observations 
is known and the real valued messages can be sent from the 
sensors to the FC without distortion. 

A common problem for all WSNs with different
applications is resource constraints. Sensor nodes have only 
small batteries where replacement can be costly if not 
possible. In comparison with sensing and computation, 
communication is the most energy-consuming operation of 
the sensor nodes. Hence, in order to extend lifetime, reducing 
the communications between every type of sensor nodes is 
vital requirements of WSN’s. Various methods have been 
proposed to increase network lifetime and efficiency in 
wireless sensor networks [9].

With respect to the WSN’s characteristics [10], various 
distributed estimation algorithms have been designed for 
them [11, 12]. They addressed various design and 
implementation to digitize transmitted signal into several 
bits. The problem of decentralized estimation has been 
studied, in distributed control [13], in tracking [14] and data 
fusion [15]. [16] proposes optimal power scheduling 
problem for the decentralized estimation of a noise-corrupted 
deterministic signal in an inhomogeneous sensor network. 
They have determined the optimal quantization and transmit 
power level at local sensors so as minimize the total transmit 
power while ensuring a given mean square error (MSE) 
performance. [17] studies the optimal tradeoff between the 
number of active sensors and the quantization bit rate for 
each active sensor to minimize the estimation MSE. In [18] 
the estimation of a scalar field over a bidimensional scenario 
through a WSN with energy constraint is investigated. The 
paper provides a mathematical framework to analyze the 
independent aspects of WSN communication protocols and 
signal processing design. [19] has studied the performance-
energy tradeoff for distributed estimation in a WSN. It has 
used Best Linear Unbiased Estimation (BLUE) to estimate 
observed phenomena. Like so many other works [19, 20] 
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uses optimization problem to achieve the best possible 
functionality. 

Generally, one of the most efficient ways to deploy a 
WSN over a target area is to cover the whole terrain using 
minimum possible number of sensor nodes. In this paper we 
will consider one of the easiest methods of communication is 
WSN: direct forwarding (DF). In DF all the sensor nodes 
forwards data to FC directly in one hop. As we know, by 
using higher number of sensor nodes, estimation process will 
be performed more precisely. When a network has less than 
enough wireless sensor nodes to achieve desired precision, 
adding more wireless sensor nodes can improve network 
functionality. 

The main objective of this paper is to design an efficient 
scheduling scheme to control sensor nodes tasks (sensing + 
communication) in order to extend network lifetime as much 
as possible. Basically, scheduling is classified into four main 
categories [21]; they are the “always alive”, “random on-
off”, “adaptive on-off” and “periodic on-off”. The proposed 
scheme acts as an adaptive on-off scheduling scheme in 
which FC creates a total scheduling program and other 
sensors only follow that. [22]

The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces 
the system model of estimation in single hop WSN. We have 
used interval estimation; it also will be discussed in section 
II. In Section III the network lifetime maximization problem 
for the estimation in WSN is formulated as a linear 
programming (LP) problem. In order to demonstrate the 
performance of the proposed algorithm, simulation results 
have been shown in section IV. Finally section V concludes 
the paper. 

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In figure 1, an example of a cluster of a wireless sensor 
network has been shown. WSN’s structure is considered 
hierarchical in this paper. Each cluster consists of a set of N 
distributed cluster member sensor nodes and a FC (cluster 
head acts as fusion center) designed to cooperate to estimate 
an unknown parameter . Each cluster member observes the 
event, quantize and transmit its collected information to the 
fusion center. FC makes the final estimation based on all the 
received messages from cluster members. The observations 
are corrupted by additive noise and described using equation 
1: = +   ;   = 1,2, … ,   ;   = 1,2, … , (1)

Figure 1. N sensor nodes make a cluster

refers to the ith observation of sensor node k. Each 
sensor node can send many samples (observations) depended 
on problem conditions. is the sample size which is 
provided by node k. Sensor noise variables , , are 
considered to be independent, mean zero Gaussian random 
variables with ( ) =   ( = 1,2, … , ). is the 
parameter to be estimated. At the first step of estimation 
process, due to severe bandwidth and energy limitation of 
WSN, each sensor locally quantizes the real valued analog 
observation into an unbiased discrete message =( ) of length bits as in [3]. ( ) is quantization 
function, and final message is transmitted to the FC via 
direct wireless channel. 

Network lifetime is divided into the different rounds. In 
each round based on the scheduling program which is 
advertised by the FC, cluster member nodes deliver their 
observations ( , , … , ) to the FC. Then FC makes 
final estimation of collected observation using a fusion 
function : = ( , , … , ) . The precision of the 
estimation of unknown parameter  is a crucial parameter 
for proposed algorithm efficiency.  In this paper, using 
interval estimation, we wish the error of estimation to be 
under control. Estimation process is done independently in 
each cluster. 

FC determines the number of sent messages, the time 
whom they sent and “On-Off” mode of every node, using 
scheduling program. The main goal of this paper is to 
maximize network lifetime and keep error in desired bound 
by designing a scheduling program to manage cluster 
member activities. 

Different methods have been proposed for transmitting 
data inside the clusters [23]. Due to limited geographical area 
of clusters, in most of WSNs, direct forwarding is still one of 
the most applicable solutions. Cluster head sends final 
estimation results to the sink. 

FC node needs many samples which are provided by the 
cluster members, to estimate the real value of parameter .
Number of instants determines the estimation error. The 
more the instants are provided, the more precision with lower 
error will be achieved. If FC node has complete information 
about environmental distortion , ( = 1,2, … , ) and 
cluster member nodes deliver their observations to the FC on 
time ,  ( = 1,2, … , ) , using BLUE [24] estimator for 
(point) estimating parameter , equation (2) will be 
considered. = ( + + ) (2)

By using the fact that, linear combination of normal 
random variables is normal, ( , ( )) ; where ( ) is presented in equation (3).

(3)( ) = ( )
In the execution of estimation process for parameter in 

each round, each cluster member node delivers its 
observations to the FC, based on scheduling program. 
Therefore variables , , … , are the number of 

FC
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delivered samples of nodes 1,2, … , , respectively. Each 
sample consists of the last observation of the node. BLUE 
scheme is not efficient for wireless sensor networks because 
of high communication cost. Therefore instead of sending 
real-valued observations, using quantization procedure, data 
volume will be decreased. Different methods of quantization 
have been proposed [25], for example uniform randomized 
quantizer [26]. Quantizers are applicable for noises with 
different Probability Density Function (pdf). They finally 
generate unbiased message function. It is worth mentioning 
that, in this paper we assume that environmental noises 
corrupt data only in observation phase.

Different wireless sensor network applications have 
various limitations with respect to the error. Depended on the 
application requirements, different level of error is 
acceptable. In proposed algorithm, Error Bound of 
Estimation (EBE), is an essential parameter. User can 
determines EBE based on application characteristics. In other 
words, experimenter must specify a desired bound on the 
error of estimation, called  , and associated confidence 
level, (1 ). With respect to the EBE, sample size required 
to estimate parameter is determined. Equation (4) uses 
BLUE estimator, , to estimate unknown parameter based 
on interval estimation.

(4)< (1 )
is determined based on EBE and (1 ) is the 

confidence level. If = 0.01 and = 0.01 the concept of 
the equation (4) is “the error of estimation for parameter is 
less than 0.01 with at least probability of 0.99”. 

The goal in this section is to determine sample size, , , … , (provided by the cluster members in each 
round), which are required to estimate parameter based on 
input parameters  and with respect to equation (4). 

Using equation (4), we have the following equation (5):(1 ) ( ) < ( ) = | | < ( ) , (5)

where (0,1). By selecting two tail-end values of 
standard normal distribution, and , we have ( ) × . Therefore, using equation (3) we can easily 
conclude equation (6), 

(6)( )
In equation (6) parameters and are known and the 

goal is to find desirable values for variables , , … , . In 
other words, equation (6) determines the number of samples 
required to perform estimation process based on parameters 

and . Different values of variables , , … , are 
eligible in equation (6). In section 3, the best values will be 
selected using an optimization problem. 

III. 2BSCHEDULING MODEL FOR SENSOR NODES TASKS

One of the most important challenges of the wireless 
sensor networks is to decrease energy consumption while 
nodes do their tasks effectively. In this paper WSN’s nodes 

are divided into different independent clusters. Cluster 
member nodes deliver their observations to the FC using 
direct links based on the scheduling program provided by FC 
itself. 

If sensor nodes can change their radio range by adjusting 
transmission power, energy consumption of node i for 
transmitting one message (with fixed length) to the FC is 
calculated based on equation (7). All the nodes energy 
consumption is important for proposed algorithm, therefore 
we have collected all them in a vector called E. Vector E is 
represented in equation (8).= ( ). (7)

  = ( , , … , ) (8)
In equation (7), is path loss exponent depending on the 

channel characteristics. Parameter is usually set 2. ( ) is 
a function determining the required energy to transmit a b-bit 
message one meter.

In scheduling program two following concepts should be 
determined for each round. 1) The nodes mode in round, 
“on-off”, and 2) number of instants delivered to the FC (only 
for active nodes). With respect to the points mentioned 
before, matrixes S and AC have been considered. S is a × matrix. N is number of cluster member nodes, R is 
number of performed rounds during network lifetime. All the 
rounds have the same length, T time units. ( , ) element 
from matrix S determines the number of instants provided by 

node in round for the FC. Elements of AC matrix 
determine whether nodes are active or not in a round. If ( , ) = 1, it means that node is active in round and 
If ( , ) = 0 , it means that node is inactive in 

round.
In equations (9)-(12), optimization function that finds the 

best values for elements of the AC and S matrixes are 
presented.

(9) = ( , ). ( )
(10). : , ( , ). ( ) + . ( , )<
(11). : , , ( , ) = ( , ) ( , )  
(12). : , ( , ). ( , )

The goal of the optimization problem is to minimize 
function F. First component of function F is 
“ ( , ). ( ) ”. It declares the total energy 
consumption of all network nodes in all rounds. It has 
positive coefficient, therefore it should be minimized. 
Second component of function F is R. It declares number of 
performed rounds. It has negative coefficient, therefore it 
should be maximized. Network lifetime is equal to “ × ”.

Equation (10), determines that each node can consume 
energy at most units. is initial energy of the node. 
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Node energy consumption is consists of two parts. First part 
discusses that node consumes energy proportional to number 
of sent messages and its relative distance to the FC. Second 
part is relevant to the node’s energy consumption due to 
being active in the rounds. is amount of energy 
consumed by the node in each round when it is active 
(without considering sent messages). With respect to the 
equation (10), optimization problem tries to determine nodes 
mode (“on-off”) in order to maximize network lifetime. In 
inactive “off” mode node’s energy consumption is very low, 
and therefore we have ignored it. Equation (11) presents 
relation between S and AC matrixes. If ( , ) has non zero 
value, ( , ) will be 1, otherwise,  ( , ) will be 0.

Equation (12) is derived from equation (6) by only 
changing variables. It is essential condition about EBE. As 
discussed before, the least number of instants in each round 
is calculated based on EBE. Also equation (12) is essential 
about determining network lifetime. In a round, if cluster 
member nodes have no sufficient residual energy in order to 
satisfy EBE, practically network lifetime is over. 

IV. EFFICIENCY EVALUATION

Before In this section, we present some simulation results 
to compare efficiency of the proposed algorithm and 
following heuristic methods:

1) Heuristic 1: in each round, nodes send samples to the 
sink depending on their remaining energy. Assume that, 
node i has unit remaining energy, then the number of 
samples provided by node i is “ × ” . is 

the number of samples determined using BLUE estimator 
[24] besides degree of certainty [28].

2) Heuristic 2: in each round, nodes provide samples 
equally, in other words all the nodes participate in estimation 
process with uniform energy scheduling.

In considered scenarios, different number of network 
nodes has been deployed. The noise variance and the 
initial energy source E for all the nodes are the same. We 
consider all the variances the same, but this means not the 
observation error is the same in all nodes. It means that 
average observation error in all the nodes is the same, but in 
each individual sample different amount of error exists. 

Figure 3 shows the network lifetime achieved by 
proposed algorithm under different values of (we call it G, 
in figure 3). As discussed in section 2-1, is determined 
based on EBE. This means that user can determine desirable 
error bound by determining . The bigger values of  causes 
more flexible estimation process with respect to EBE. As 
noted before, we have estimated unknown parameter ,
using degree of certainty. Therefore, when estimation 
process precision is more flexible (bigger values for 
parameter is acceptable), by collecting lower number of 
samples, desirable precision is achievable. Lower number of 
samples leads to average network lifetime extension. 

Horizontal axis in figure 3 shows parameter W which is 
calculated based on parameters  and . Based on equation 

(12), we can easily define relationship between W and the 
two and parameters (see equation (16)). = (16)

As you can see in figure 3, network lifetime becomes 
larger for bigger values of . This is because of lower 
number of samples. It is worth mentioning that the main goal 
of proposed algorithm is to prolong network lifetime by 
scheduling nodes activity with respect to desirable estimation 
precision.

Figure 4 shows network lifetime achieved by proposed 
algorithm, heuristic 1 and heuristic 2 methods versus 
parameter W. In figure 4, results have been gained by a 
network with N=10 sensor nodes. Parameters W is described 
in details before in this section. As clear in figure 4, 
proposed algorithm is more efficient rather than the two 
other methods. The lower values of parameter W, the more 
difference between proposed algorithm and heuristic 1 is. 
But for higher values of parameter W, efficiency of 
algorithms is closer. In real world, big value for W is not 
applicable. 

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have proposed a task scheduling method 
for estimation in wireless sensor networks, which is rarely 
addressed in the literature. We consider the distributed 
estimation in energy-limited wireless sensor networks while 
our main goal is to maximize network lifetime. From the 
application perspective, the estimation task cycles which 
accomplished before the time network becomes 
nonfunctional is considered as network lifetime. We have 
used linear programming in order to find the best possible

Figure 3, Network lifetime versus Parameter W for different values of G

Figure 4, Network lifetime versus parameter W for all the algorithms
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scheduling program, which can be easily solved by any LP 
solver. Task scheduling program determines the number of 
samples which should be provided by each sensor node in 
each round. In this paper, we have assumed that the 
observation noises among different sensors are independent 
and mean zero Gaussian random variables and the channels 
from the local sensors to the fusion center are error free. For 
the future work, we have planned to extend the optimization 
problem for multihop wireless sensor networks. We have 
simulated proposed protocol using Opnet simulator; results 
confirm that proposed protocol manages to achieve its goals.  
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